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Abstract
Column-oriented RDBMSs, which support traditional read-heavy analytics workloads,
employ a specific set of storage and query processing techniques for scalability and per-
formance, such as positional tuple IDs, column-specific compression, and block-oriented
processing. We revisit these techniques in the context of contemporary graph database
management systems (GDBMSs). GDBMSs support a new set of analytics workloads, such
as fraud detection in financial transaction networks or recommendations in social networks,
that are also read-heavy but have fundamentally different access patterns than traditional
analytics workloads. We first review the data characteristics and query access patterns
in GDBMS to identify components of GDBMSs where existing columnar techniques can
and cannot directly be used. We then present the physical data layout of columnar data
structures, new columnar compression, and query-processing techniques that are optimized
for GDBMSs. Our techniques include a new compact vertex and edge ID scheme, a new
null and empty list compression scheme based on prefix-sums, and list-based query pro-
cessing. We have integrated our techniques into GraphflowDB, an in-memory GDBMS.
Compared to uncompressed storage, our compression techniques has scaled the system by
3.55x with minimal performance overheads. Our null compression scheme outperforms
existing columnar schemes in query performance, with minor loss in compression rate and
achieves both higher compression rate and better query performance as compared to row-
oriented storage techniques adopted by existing GDBMSs. Finally, our list-based query
processor techniques improve query performance by 2.7x on a variety of path queries and
significantly outperform their corresponding conventional versions.
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The term Graph Database Management System (GDBMS), in its contemporary usage,
refers to data management software such as Neo4j [2], JanusGraph [33], TigerGraph [52],
and GraphflowDB [35, 38], that adopt the property graph data model [39]. In this model,
application data is represented as a set of vertices, which represent the entities in the ap-
plication, directed edges, which represent the relationships between entities, and arbitrary
key-value properties on the vertices and edges, where both the relationships and key-value
properties can depict different levels of structure.
GDBMSs have lately gained popularity to support a wide range of analytics applica-
tions, such as fraud detection, risk assessment in financial services and recommendations in
e-commerce and social networks [50]. These applications have read-heavy workloads that
search for patterns in a graph-structured database, which often requires processing large
amounts of data. In the context of Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)s
column-oriented storage [32, 43, 51, 54] employ a set of storage, indexing, and query pro-
cessing techniques to support traditional read-heavy analytics applications, such as business
intelligence and reporting, that also process large amounts of data. As such, these colum-
nar techniques are relevant for improving the performance and scalability of GDBMSs. In
this thesis, we revisit columnar storage and query processing techniques and investigate
their integration in GDBMSs. Specifically, we discuss the applicability of columnar storage
techniques [51], compression schemes for columns [5, 3, 56], and vector-oriented query pro-
cessing [16, 6] for storing and accessing different components of GDBMSs. Even though
analytical workloads that are run on GDBMSs and those on column-oriented RDBMSs
exhibit many similarities, they have different fundamental data access patterns. This calls
for redesigning columnar techniques in the context of GDBMSs.
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We begin with an analysis of general query execution on GDBMSs to understand data
access patterns at the physical layer. We also identify different types of structure that can
be present in graph data, such as set of properties on a vertex or edge and the cardinality
of edge labels. This analysis gives us a set of guidelines and desiderata that instruct how to
integrate and adopt columnar techniques in the context of GDBMSs. We first identify the
storage components of a GDBMS where columnar storage can be directly integrated. For
instance, columnar storage is directly applicable for storing vertex properties. Similarly,
we use the popular CSR or compressed sparse column (CSC) formats to store the topology
of graphs, i.e., the edges between vertices, which are columnar data structures that store
multi-value attributes, employing a form of run-length encoding. In contrast to vertex
properties, we observe that using the straightforward columnar storage to store edge prop-
erties with global positional edge IDs leads to a suboptimal solution. Similarly we show that
integrating existing null compression schemes from column-oriented RDBMSs and vector-
oriented processing directly into GDBMSs is not appropriate and do not satisfy the set of
desiderata we outline. We then describe new techniques that address the shortcomings of
these techniques. We integrate all of our techniques into the GraphflowDB GDBMS and
demonstrate that our techniques has increased the system’s scalability significantly with
performance benefits.
1.1 Contributions
The specific contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• Guidelines and Desiderata: Chapter 2 reviews the properties of data access pat-
terns in GDBMSs, from which we derive a set of general guidelines and desiderata
for designing the physical data layout of GDBMSs. We further explore the charac-
teristics of real-world graph data and identify different types of structures that can
exist in the graph data. The guidelines instruct the applicability of the columnar
techniques we revisit in later chapters.
• Columnar Storage: Chapter 3 explores the application of columnar data structures
for storing different components of GDBMSs. We start with components that can
directly be stored in existing columnar structures, specifically vertex properties and
adjacency lists for many-to-many edges. Next, we identify the requirements in using
columnar data structures for edge properties and present two initial solutions that
optimize storage and performance, respectively. We discuss the pros and cons of both
solutions and then describe a third solution, single-directional property pages, that
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lies in between the previously described 2 solutions and strikes a good balance be-
tween storage and performance efficacy. Lastly, we show how single cardinality edges
(having one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-one edge labels) can be stored and
referenced as the property of either source or destination vertex in vertex columns.
We experimentally demonstrate how storing these edges in vertex property columns
can achieve huge storage and performance improvements.
• New Vertex and Edge ID Scheme: We introduce new ID schemes for identi-
fying vertex and edges, which can be used as positional offsets to directly access
their properties from the columnar structures. This allows for fast random access
to properties in property columns. Additionally, the new scheme allows representing
edges and vertices in the compressed form in adjacency lists. At a high-level, our
new ID scheme identifies the vertex or edge in a system by a set of values that are
small-sized and can be omitted from storing in the adjacency lists when the graph
is highly structured. In fact, we can represent both an edge and a neighbour vertex
together in adjacency list with a single value of just 4 bytes.
• Columnar Compression: In Chapter 4, we discuss the application of existing
columnar compression techniques in GDBMSs based on our guidelines. For each
of the columnar techniques, we review their applicability and discuss where in our
columnar storage they can be applied. As property columns and adjacent lists can be
sparse, we next review existing null compression techniques for columns and show the
existing schemes would lead to very slow read accesses. We then describe a new null
compression scheme, based on storing prefix sums of non-null values, that addresses
this shortcoming. Our new null compression scheme can be used to compress both
null edge and vertex properties, as well as empty adjacency while allowing constant-
time access to any null or non-null property with a small increase in storage overhead
per entry.
• List-based Processing: In Chapter 5, we review the query processing techniques
used in GDBMS as well as in column-oriented RDBMSs. We show that the traditional
Volcano-style [28] query processor, that processes the query one match-at-time, are
not able exploit the benefits from arrangement of data in our columnar data struc-
tures. On the other hand, column-at-a-time [6] or vectorized [55] query processors
employed by several column stores benefits from the arrangement of the data but do
not adapt well to graph queries that have many many-to-many join operations, i.e
long path queries. To overcome these shortcomings, we introduce a new list-based
query processor that runs queries on entire adjacency lists at a time. Our new pro-
cessor is a hybrid between volcano-style and vectorized processing, that can operate
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on single values as well as entire lists at a time, and overcomes the drawback of vec-
torized processing on graph data. However, unlike vectorized processing, the size of
lists in our case are of variable length, depending on the number of adjacent edges of
a particular vertex.
In Chapter 6, we present experiments on our columnar data structures and techniques
to show the benefits in terms of memory usage and query performance. Chapter 7 presents
related work in storage and compression techniques in the context of column-oriented
RDBMSs and graph structured data management systems. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes
and outlines directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Guidelines and Desiderata for
Optimizing the Physical Data Layout
and Query Processor in GDBMSs
In this chapter, we review the components of storage layer, primary query plan operators,
and the general data access patterns of operators when evaluating a query in a GDBMS.
We then draw a basic set of guidelines and desiderata that will instruct the physical data
layout of our columnar data structures and query-processing techniques introduced in later
chapters.
Section 2.1 briefly describes the property graph data model. Section 2.2 describes the
primary storage components of GDBMSs that adopt the property graph data model, while
Section 2.3 reviews the query processing operators in GDBMSs. We end the chapter by
stating our guidelines in Section 2.4.
2.1 Property Graph Data Model
Figure 2.1 shows a graph data represented using the property graph data model, that
will serve as our running example in this thesis. A property graph consists of vertices,
that represent entities, and directed edges between vertices, that represent relationships
between entities. Each vertex and edge has a particular label, describing the high-level
categories of vertices and edges. For example, in Figure 2.1, vertices have labels: PERSON


















































































Figure 2.1: Running example graph.
Similar to columns in relational tables, vertices and edges can have key-value properties.
Although the properties of vertices and edges do not need to adhere to a strict schema, in
practice many of these properties are often highly structured, i.e., the same set of properties
exists on all the vertices and edges of the same vertex and edge label respectively.
2.2 Primary Storage Components in GDBMSs
In every GDBMS we are aware of, the edges of a graph are stored in an data structure
called adjacency lists [17]. An adjacency list of a vertex v is a list of v’s adjacent edges
and the corresponding neighbouring vertices. Each vertex has 2 adjacency lists: a forward
adjacency list containing all outward edges of that vertex, and a backward adjacency list
that holds all inward edges of the vertex. One can think of edges in the graph as a relational
table with 3 attributes: a source vertex, a destination vertex, and an 8-byte edge ID. The
adjacency lists can then be thought of as an index on this relational table that is clustered
by either the source or destination vertex. In practice, this indexing structure often has a
depth of 1 or 2, hence, given the ID of a vertex v, a system can access v’s list of adjacent
edges and neighbour vertices in 1 or 2 lookups. By having adjacency lists of a vertex in
either direction, the system can access the list of outward and inward edges as well as the
neighbouring vertices of a vertex in a constant-time lookup operation, which provides the
core capability of fast joins on vertices to a GDBMS.
Typically, the adjacency list of a vertex is further clustered into sublists grouped by the
edge label. This enables traversing the neighbourhood of a vertex based on a particular
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label in constant time. The rationale behind the sub-clustering is that queries made by
applications often have specific labels on query edges. Some systems further order the
edges in the adjacency lists either by a specific property associated with the adjacent edges
or neighbour vertices, such as location or timestamp, or simply by neighbour vertices’ IDs.
Sorting enables the system to access parts of lists in time logarithmic in the size of the
adjacency list.
A GDBMS also stores properties associated with the vertices and the edges. A straight-
forward approach is to store properties in a key-value store [1] and use the property key
and the vertex or edge ID as the key into the store. Properties can also be stored in an
interpreted attribute layout [13], where a record of a vertex or an edge consists of the the
key-value pairs of that particular vertex or edge, and is variable-sized depending on the
size of keys and values data. However, searching for a property in variable-sized records
involves decoding and parsing the entire record until the matching attribute is found, which
can be expensive. Another way of storing properties is using doubly linked-lists, as done in
Neo4j [2], where the system keeps track of a pointer to the first property record of a vertex
or edge and each subsequent property record stores a pointer to the next property record.
This is a cache-inefficient layout since it does not organize the properties of vertices and
edges in the order in which they would be accessed in query execution.
2.3 Query Execution in GDBMSs
In this section, we review the general query execution in a GDBMS by analyzing the
major operators used in query plans. Although systems differ in their architectures and
implementation of operators that they support for executing queries, they still exhibit
similarities in their data access patterns. We use the Cypher query language [26] to describe
the queries we use in our examples. A user query typically consists of 3 parts: 1) a MATCH
clause that describes a subgraph query pattern Q(VQ, EQ), where VQ and EQ are the query
vertex and edge variables, respectively, that the system will match on the input graph; 2)
a WHERE clause the contains a predicate ρ over properties of the edges and vertices that the
matched subgraph must satisfy; and 3) a RETURN statement that returns a projection of
the variables in the match query or performs a group-by and aggregate information. The
MATCH, WHERE, and RETURN clauses of a Cypher query effectively corresponds to the FROM,
WHERE, and SELECT clauses of SQL. Example 1 shows a typical query written in Cypher,
that queries the example graph in Figure 2.1.
Example 1. Example Cypher query.
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MATCH (a:PERSON)−[e:WORKAT]→(b:ORG)
WHERE a.age > 22 AND b.estd < 2015
RETURN *
This query returns all PERSON vertices and their workplaces, constrained by the condi-
tion that the 'age ' property of all PERSON vertices has a value greater than 22 and the
'established ' property of all ORG vertices is less than 2015. a and b are query vertex
variables while e is a query edge variable.
The following are the major operators used for matching a subgraph pattern and eval-
uating predicates in a query.
• SCAN: Scans a set of vertices and edges from the graph topology.
• NEIGHBOURHOOD JOIN (e.g. EXTEND/INTERSECT in Graphflow; EXPAND in Neo4j): At
a high level, the join operator matches the subgraph query pattern Q, one edge at
a time. Some systems, e.g Graphflow, can also match cyclic queries by matching
multiple edges at a time. The input to the operator is a partial match, t, that has
already matched k of the query edges in Q. For each partially match t, the operator
extends t by matching an unmatched query edge eq(uq, vq), where one of vq or uq has
already been matched in t. Say vq has already been matched. The join happens by
sequentially reading adjacent edges and neighbour vertices one at a time from the
forward or backward adjacency list of the matched vq, to produce a k+1-match. The
output of the JOIN is t with newly matched eq and uq.
• PROPERTY READER: The vertex or edge property reader reads a property value of any
vertex or edge that has been assigned to a variable in VQ or EQ of a partial match t,
from the underlying property storage.
• FILTER: Given the predicate ρ from the WHERE clause and a partial match t of Q, the
FILTER operator omits t from the result of the query if t does not pass predicate ρ.
Figure 2.2 shows one of the query plans that the system will generate to execute query
in Example 1. It consists of the following sequence of operators: 1) SCAN operator that
matches the variable a in query to vertex in the graph having label PERSON; 2) PROPERTY
READER reads the property age of the vertex matched to a; 3) FILTER operator filter out
the partial match based on the constraint a.age > 22; 4) JOIN operator matches b by















Figure 2.2: Query plan for Example 1.
match; 5) PROPERTY READER reads the property estd of b’s match; and finally 4) another
FILTER operator filters out the matched query pattern that do not confirm to the constraint
b.estd < 2015.
2.4 Guidelines and Desiderata
We next outline a set of guidelines and desiderata for designing the physical data layout
and query processor of a GDBMS.
Guideline 1: Edges are doubly-indexed.
Each edge appears in the forward adjacency list of that edge’s source vertex and the
backward adjacency list of its destination vertex. This results in a 2x replication factor in
storing the topology of a graph in the system. This replication cannot be avoided by drop-
ping an adjacency list in any one direction without hampering the capability to perform
fast neighbour joins, which is one of the core features of a GDBMS. Therefore, we will also
doubly index the edges in our design.
Guideline 2: Edge properties are read in the same order as edges
in an adjacency list.
During the execution of a query, the JOIN operator will access the edges of a vertex v
in the order these edges appear in v’s forward or backward adjacency lists. If the query
also needs to access the properties of these edges, the access to these edge properties will
also be in the same order in which edges were read from the adjacency list. Given that
the edges and edge properties are read in order, we define our first desideratum for the
physical data layout and query processor:
Desideratum 1: Store the properties of edges in the order in which edges are ordered in
the adjacency lists and read the edges and their properties sequentially in the operators.
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Guideline 3: Vertices cannot be ordered to make access from all
neighbour vertices sequential.
Contrary to how the edges and edge properties can be strictly ordered for each of the
adjacency lists, in general, there cannot be ordering on the vertices that completely local-
izes the access to neighbour vertices of every vertex and the properties of these neighbour
vertices without prohibitive data replication. In general, if a vertex v has n neighbours,
then v and its properties need to be replicated n times for localized access. Hence, local-
izing access to neighbour vertices and their properties should not be put in the desiderata
of the system’s physical data layout design.
Guideline 4: Access to vertex properties are random and many
adjacency lists are very small.
Guideline 3 implies that the system should take it for granted that access to the ver-
tex properties will require random accesses and will not be sequential. For example, when
joining a node v with its neighbours and accessing the age property of each neighbour,
the accesses will be to non-consecutive locations in the vertex properties’ storage based on
the neighbour vertex IDs. Another property of real-world graphs is that adjacency lists
of many vertices are very small because of the power-law distribution of adjacency lists.
Systems should expect many very short adjacency lists, with only a few edges in them.
Therefore during query processing with two or more joins, reading different adjacency lists
and properties of these edges will require reading a short list followed by a random access
and then reading another short list, and so on.
In an in-memory setting, which we focus on in this work, our aim with compression is
not to achieve high compression ratios but to optimize for high decompression rates or to
avoid decompression of data altogether, as compression schemes with slow decompression
hurt performance. Moreover, techniques that require decompressing blocks of data, say a
few KBs, to only read a single property or a single short adjacency list can be prohibitively
expensive. Hence, our second desideratum is:
Desideratum 2: If compression is used, the system should be able to decompress arbitrary
single elements in a compressed block in constant time with respect to the block size.
Guideline 5: Graph data often has partial structure.
Even though the property graph data model is semi-structured, in practice, graph databases
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stored in GDBMSs often have a structure in the data, which GDBMSs can exploit. One
reason this structure exists is that, as observed in prior work [49], the data in GDBMS
often comes from structured data stored in RDBMS. In fact, several of the GDBMSs from
industry and some academics are actively working on defining a schema language for the
property graph data model [18, 31]. We identify three commonly appearing structure in
property graph data:
1. Edge label determines the source and destination vertex labels. Often,
edge labels in the graph data have a well-defined set of source and destination vertex
label(s). This restricts the vertices to having inward or outward edges of only a
definite set of labels. In our example graph, edges with label FOLLOWS only exists
between vertices of label PERSON.
2. Edge label has fixed cardinality. The number of edges of a particular label to
which a source or destination vertex can be associated is a property of the edge label.
We call this the cardinality of an edge label, similar to the cardinality of relationships
in relational data. One-to-one (1-1) cardinality for a label le means that each source
vertex can be connected to at most one destination vertex through an edge with label
le and vice versa. Many-to-one (n-1) permits a single edge of a label from a source
vertex but multiple edges to a destination vertex. Similar analogy can be applied to
one-to-many (1-n) and many-to-many (n-n) cardinality edge labels.
3. Label determines properties on vertices and edges. Similar to the attributes
of a relational table, properties on an edge or vertex and the datatypes of these
properties can often be determined by its edge or vertex label. In our example
graph, all vertices having the label PERSON have 3 properties: name:STRING, age:INT
and gender:STRING. As long as a significant fraction of vertices and edges with a
particular label have a common set of properties, a system can exploit this structured
to store these properties more efficiently.
Such structure in data provides an opportunity to design more efficient and simpler
data structures for accessing the storage layer of GDBMS. Our third desideratum is:
Desideratum 3: Exploit the above three commonly appearing structures in the graph data
to (i) compress the data to save space; and (ii) provide faster access to the data.
However, not all data in graph databases have well-defined structure. As a working
terminology, we will use the following terms:
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• Structured and unstructured edge: An edge of a particular label that follows
above-mentioned points is called an structured edge. An edge that is not structured,
is called an unstructured edge.
• Structured and unstructured property: A structured property is a property
on a vertex or edge that; (i) can be determined by the label of that vertex or edge;
and (ii) have the same data type in all its occurrence. We will also require that the
property is not too sparse, i.e., appears in a significant fraction of the vertices of edges
of a particular label. Any property that is not a structured property, is considered
an unstructured property.
We focus on optimizing the storage of structured part of the graph data in this thesis.
Optimizing a system for unstructured part of graph data is an interesting research topic for
the future work. A standard approach for storing unstrunctured property is to serialize the
key, datatype and value of each property in variable-length records. Structured property
storage can, however, be optimized to benefit both, memory footprint as well as access
performance.
Guideline 6: Queries read a small subset of the vertex or edge
properties
In order to understand the nature of queries users ask a GDBMS, we conducted a sur-
vey of 100 StackOverflow questions containing openCypher queries. We focused on queries
of analytical nature and discarded transactional ones like insert, delete and update. We
observe the following:
• Out of the 100 queries, 68 accessed at least one of the properties on a vertex or an
edge. Of these, 61 accessed vertex properties and 13 accessed edge properties.
• Only 11 queries returned all the properties of a query edge or vertex, while 35 of
them returned specific properties.
• The average number of properties accessed by those queries that explicitly return a
set of properties was only 1.6.
We can observe that properties of a vertex are more popularly accessed than those of
an edgeand most of the queries only access 1 or 2 properties. This leads to our fourth and
final desideratum:
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Desideratum 4: Allow fast access to individual properties of multiple vertices instead of




In this chapter, we explore the application of columnar data structures for different storage
components of GDBMSs to meet the desiderata we outlined in Chapter 2.
Section 3.1 describes the design of columns to store vertex properties, called vertex
columns, and a new compact vertex ID scheme that accompanies the design. In Section
3.2, we start by describing two columnar storage designs to store edge properties and
their pros and cons. Then, we propose our final design, single-directional property pages,
that is a sweet spot between the earlier two designs and the one we use for storing edge
properties. Similar to Section 3.1, we describe a novel and compact edge ID scheme that
accompanies our design of single-directional property pages. In Section 3.3, we briefly
describe the existing structure of adjacency lists in GraphflowDB that is implemented as
CSR, which is already a variant of columnar data structure and stores adjacent edges and
neighbour vertices of a particular vertex in contiguous memory locations. In Section 3.4,
we look for better ways of storing edges and hence, describe a storage optimization that
involves storing edges with cardinalities 1-1, 1-n, n-1 in vertex columns instead of using
heavy-weight CSR columnar structure. We address how to compress the data stored in
these columnar structures in Chapter 4. Finally, Section 3.5 summarizes our new storage
layout for storing edges and properties of the graph data.
3.1 Columnar Storage for Vertex Properties
Columnar data-structures can be directly used for storing vertex properties. Let lv1, lv2, ...











































Vertex property columns for ORG Vertex property columns for PERSON
8 byte label-level 
positional offset
Figure 3.1: Vertex columns for the graph in Figure 2.1.
lvi, each with a specific datatype di,j. We define a vertex column for each pi,j, having a
fixed data type di,j. Each column stores the value of a single property pi,j for all vertices
having label lvi at consecutive locations. All property values of a particular vertex v with
label lvi is located at the same positional offset in the column for each pi,j.
Ideally, the property value of a vertex should directly be read using the ID of the vertex
as the positional offset in the column. However, GDBMS typically gives globally unique
8-byte consecutive IDs to all the vertices in the system, irrespective of their labels. That
means ID 0 can be given to a vertex with label PERSON and 1 to a vertex with label ORG
and 2 to another vertex PERSON etc. We cannot use this ID scheme as the positional offset
for the above design. One possible solution is to maintain a map for each label, from
each vertex v’s “global” ID to a “local” label-level positional offset, which is unique only
among all vertices with the same label as v. This requires extra storage for maintaining
the map and one level of indirection when accessing the vertex properties. Instead, we
adopted an ID scheme where each vertex is identified by a (vertex label, label-level
positional offset) tuple in the system in place of global vertex ID. This allows direct
access to the properties by using the local positional offset which now is part of the vertex
ID. However, using this new vertex ID scheme requires materializing 2 pieces of information
in the adjacency lists - a vertex label and a local positional offset, compared to a single
global vertex ID. This may increase the memory overhead if the local positional offsets and
the global vertex ID are of the same size. However, we will show in Section 4.2 that we can
often avoid storing the vertex labels with vertex IDs and even save space by using fewer
bytes for local positional offsets than the bytes needed by the global vertex IDs.
For reference, Figure 3.1 shows a set of vertex columns for our example graph in Fig-
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ure 2.1. It has 2 set of columns, one for each vertex label, with a column for each structured
property of the label. The global vertex IDs on the right of the set of columns of a vertex
label indicates the positional offset at which the properties of a particular vertex are located
in the columns of a particular label. For instance, the properties of vertex v2 appear at
offset 1 in columns of PERSON. By the new vertex ID scheme, v2 is identified as PRESON:1.
Recall from Guideline 3 that in general, reading the properties of vertices (specifically
when reading the properties of neighbors of a vertex) cannot be localized without pro-
hibitive replication. In light of this guideline, we adopt a simple and efficient additions
and deletion scheme for of vertex properties and vertices. Deleting a single property of
vertex v is handled by setting the property at v’s positional offset to NULL. Deleting v is
handled by removing all the outward and inward edges of v, setting all of v’s properties to
NULL, and adding v’s positional offset to a list of “recycled” offsets. When a new vertex
v is added, the system generates an ID by using a recycled offset if one exists or gives
a new consecutive positional offset (i.e., increments the maximum positional offset by 1).
Updating v’s property is handled by overwriting the value in the property column for v’s
positional offset. All of these operations are very efficient involving only random access to
different locations in columns.
3.2 Columnar Storage for Edge Properties
Recall from Guideline 2 that edges and their properties are read by the JOIN and PROPERTY
READER operators, respectively, in the order they appear in the adjacency lists. GDBMSs
store the edges, i.e the (edge ID, neighbour vertex ID) pairs, consecutively in adjacency
lists, through double indexing. Ideally, edge properties should also be stored in the same
order. In this section, we begin by presenting two columnar storage designs for storing edge
properties which can be seen as opposite ends of a design spectrum. The first design, edge
columns, is optimized for storage and does not replicate the edge properties. The second
design, double-indexed property lists, is optimized for performance through double indexing
of the edge properties, similar to edges in the forward and backward adjacency lists. We
then describe a third design, single-directional property lists, that can be seen as a sweet
spot between the previous two designs, which localizes the reads in one direction without
any replication. However, this natural third design has several limitations, that we address
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(b) Double-indexed Property Lists
Figure 3.2: Storing edge properties of FOLLOWS edges in the Edge Columns and
Double-indexed Property Lists.
3.2.1 Edge Columns and Double-Indexed Property Lists
Edge Columns (Non-sequential reads, no replication): One possibility is to use the
columnar storage design similar to that for storing the vertex properties. That is, we have
one edge column for each qi,j, where qi,j is a structured property of edge label lei. Edges in
the system with this solution can be identified as (edge label, label-level positional offset).
However, such a design would not localize the properties of the edge according to their
appearance in the adjacency lists, so cannot provide sequential reads when reading the
edge properties. Figure 3.2a shows how this particular design would look like. The figure
shows a column storing property since of FOLLOWS edges. The property values are not
ordered. For our example, the forward adjacency list of v4 contains edges e5, e2 and e3,
whose since property values (at positional offsets 3, 4 and 1) are not stored consecutively
in the edge column.
Double-Indexed Property Lists (Sequential reads in both directions, 2x repli-
cation): An alternative solution is to directly mimic the storage of the adjacency lists for
storing the edge properties in both the directions. For each vertex v that has edges with a
label lei, and each qi,j, we store the edge properties in the forward property lists and back-
ward property lists. This provides sequential read of properties. For example, a query that
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Figure 3.3: Single-directional Property Lists
is reading the forward (backward) adjacency list of v can read the edge property values of
the edges sequentially from the forward (backward) property list of v. Figure 3.2b shows
the forward and backward property lists for edgel label FOLLOWS in our example graph in
Figure 2.1. However, this design requires replicating each edge property twice. In addition,
if the original adjacency lists are sorted, then all the property lists need to be sorted too
in the same way, which would make updates slower.
3.2.2 Single-directional Property Pages
A natural middle ground between edge columns and double-indexed property lists is to
store only one of the forward or the backward property lists. We call this design single-
directional property lists. Suppose the system indexes the properties of the edges with
label lei in the forward direction. Then, the edge properties can be read sequentially if
edges are read from the forward adjacency lists. However when reading the edges in the
backward direction, then the edge properties will not be sequential. Figure 3.3 shows the
single-directional property lists for storing the edge properties of the example graph in
Figure 2.1. In the example, edge properties of FOLLOWS and WORKAT labels are stored in
the forward property lists, while for STUDYAT, the edge properties are in the backward
property lists. In this design, reading the edges having label FOLLOWS or WORKSAT in the
18
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Figure 3.4: Components of the new edge identification scheme.
backward direction requires that given the ID of an edge e, the system is able to locate the
positional offset of e in the forward direction to access its properties from forward property
lists. This requires a new edge ID scheme that is structurally similar to our new vertex ID
scheme described previously. Specifically, the conventional globally consecutive edge IDs
cannot be used to access the properties quickly as they do not contain information about
positional offsets. We next describe a new edge ID scheme to achieve this. Then we talk
about some important limitations of single-directional property lists, which we address by
further modifying this design.
To access a property of an edge e having label lei, we need 3 pieces of information;
1) qi,j; 2) source vertex if the qi,j’s values are stored in the forward property lists, else
destination vertex; and 3) the list-level positional offset of e in that property list. For
instance, in figure 3.3, since property of e2 can be accessed knowing v4 (source vertex of
e2) and offset of e2 in v4’s forward property list, i.e 1. We adopt a new edge identification
scheme that identifies the edge in the system by a tuple having 4 components: (edge
label, source vertex, destination vertex, list-level positional offset). In our new
scheme, the e2’s ID will be given as FOLLOWS:v4:v1:2, where v4 and v1 are the source
and destination edges of e2. These new edge ID scheme are pivotal in achieving compact
representation of edges and vertices in adjacency lists too. Most of the components of our
new edge ID need not be stored in the adjacency lists and the edge ID can be constructed
during query execution by reading as few as only the neighbour vertex’s local positional
offset in the property list.
Limitation of single-directional property lists: Though single-directional property
lists are a good middle-ground solution, it has an important limitation. Suppose that the
property list for property qi,j of edge label lei is indexed in the forward direction. If the
original adjacency lists are sorted, any insertion or deletion can change the positional offset
of a large number of, possibly all the edges in the adjacency list. As such, keeping the edge
ID mutable and requiring it to change frequently induces added complexity in maintaining
consistency of edge IDs in the system. Suppose an edge is inserted to the beginning of v’s
forward adjacency list Lf . This requires first calculating a map of old and new positional
19
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Figure 3.5: Mapping single-directional property lists to single-directional property pages
for since property in Figure 2.1.n = 2.
offsets of the edges in Lf , then searching through each backward neighbour of v and finding
each edge in it’s backward adjacency list and updating its positional offset. The problem is
further escalated if there are other secondary indexes in the system on the effected edges.
A similar problem exists when an edge is deleted. If the original edges are not sorted, then
insertions can be handled easily but handling deletions is challenging. The system has two
options for deletions. First, the system can directly delete the edge e, which again can
change the positional offsets of as many as |Lf | edges. Instead, the system can thumbnail
e’s positional offset and recycle e’s positional offset as was described for vertex deletions.
However, this is also expensive. In contrast to keeping a single list of recycled IDs as in
vertex columns, the system now needs to keep track of recycled positional offsets for each
vertex, so up to |V | many recycled IDs list.
Single-directional property pages: To address the above limitation, we take n property
lists (by default 64) and store their properties together, in a property page. Properties in a
property page are not necessarily stored consecutively to preserve the ordering of property
lists. However, because we use a small value of n and adjacency lists of many vertices are
short in many real world datasets, these properties are stored in close-by memory locations
thereby ensuring good cache locality while accessing. We do not sort these pages when the
original adjacency lists are sorted and keep a recycled ID list for each page, avoiding the
cost of sorting and the maintenance of list-level recycled ID lists. We can use the same edge
ID scheme we described above, except the positional offsets now identify the properties of
edges in property pages, instead of property lists. Suppose again that the property qi,j is
stored in the forward direction (properties of n lists are grouped together). Given an edge
e in the scheme from Figure 3.4, we can take the source vertex’s label-level positional offset
20
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Figure 3.6: Forward adjacency lists implemented as a 2-level CSR structure for the
example graph.
and divide it by n to identify the page in which e’s qi,j property is. Within this page, the
property can be accessed with a single lookup using the positional offset of e.
Figure 3.5 shows the mapping of a single-directional property lists to single-directional
property pages for n = 2. The single-directional property pages for FOLLOWS edges
has two pages that stores the property values from vertex groups (v1, v2) and (v3, v4)
respectively, assuming that the local positional offset of vi is i and pi is the ith property
page for since property. In Section 6.3, we show that the single-directional property
pages is similar, about 1.2x slower, in performance to single-directional property lists in
read-heavy stress tests and about 2.5x faster than using edge columns.
3.3 CSR Adjacency Lists
In GraphflowDB, the adjacency lists of a vertex are further partitioned by the adjacent
edge’s label and sorted by neighbour vertex’s ID to support matching cyclic queries that
need to join multiple query edges at a time in a single JOIN operation. We implement the
adjacency lists in a 2-level CSR structure. The CSR can be thought of as a columnar data
structure that stored multi-value attributes. Figure 3.6 shows the physical data layout of
forward adjacency lists in our example graph. The adjacency list of each vertex is indexed
by its vertex ID, which is the list of sequential positional offsets, for each label. This is
implemented as an array of offsets to the first level of CSR that contains one entry per edge
label that a particular vertex has edges of. Similarly, this first level of CSR holds offsets
to the next level of the CSR that consists of a list of (adjacent edge, neighbour vertex)





















































Figure 3.7: Storage of edges having single cardinality edge label STUDYAT and WORKAT as
special property of PERSON.
Properties of these edges are also stored in vertex columns of PERSON.
of edges of a particular vertex and having a particular label. This sublist sits at the depth
of 2 in the hierarchy and hence, can be accessed by 2 indirections.
GraphflowDB represents edge and vertex ID as 8 byte values which means that each
edge in the adjacency lists has the payload of 16 bytes. Our new vertex and edge ID
scheme compacts this representation. As show in Section 4.2, the payload for each edge in
the adjacency lists can be significantly reduced by exploiting the structures in graph that
we describe in Guideline 5. With our set of optimizations, we end up reducing the size of
this payload to only 4 bytes at times.
3.4 Vertex Columns for Single Cardinality Edges
When an edge label has 1-1, 1-n, n-1 cardinality, then the vertices can have at most one
edge of that label in at least one direction. We refer to these edges as single cardinality
edges. For instance, in our Figure 2.1 example graph, edge labels STUDYAT and WORKAT
have cardinality n-1, i.e., a PERSON vertex can have at most one STUDYAT’s and WORKAT’s
edge (in the forward direction). In this, the vertices of ORG label can still have multiple
STUDYAT and WORKAT inward edges. Therefore, instead of storing these edges of single
cardinality edge labels in the adjacency lists in last level of the 2-level CSR structure,
we can store them as a property of source or(and) destination vertex and directly access
them using the positional offsets of the source or(and) destination vertex of the edge. This
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Data Columnar data structure
Vertex Properties Vertex columns
Edge
Properties
1-1 Vertex column of either source or destination vertex label
1-n Vertex column of destination vertex label
n-1 Vertex column of source vertex label
n-n Single-directional property pages
Edges
1-1
Vertex columns of source vertex for forward edge
Vertex column of destination vertex label for backward edge
1-n
CSR Adjacency lists for forward edge
Vertex columns of destination vertex label for backward edge
n-1
Vertex column of source vertex label for forward edge
CSR Adjacency lists for backward edge
n-n CSR Adjacency lists for forward and backward edges
Table 3.1: Our Columnar data structures and the component of the property graph for
which they are used. The storage classification of edge properties and edges is further
dependant on that edge’s label’s cardinality.
both saves space, as we do not need to store the CSR offsets, and we can directly access
these edges with 1 instead of 2 random lookups in the rudimentary 2-level CSR. Similarly,
the properties of these edges can also be stored in vertex columns as a property of either
the source or destination vertex. Thus, we do not need page-level positional offsets for
these single edges since the edge property can be accessed using the source or destination
vertex’s positional offset, similar to how the edge is accessed. Figure 3.7 shows the edges of
edge label STUDYAT and WORKAT, from our example graph, and their properties being
stored as the special property of vertex type PERSON.
3.5 Summary
Table 3.1 presents the summary of our storage. For each of the component in the property




Compressing data stored in columns and query processing directly on compressed data have
been extensively studied in the context of column-oriented RDBMSs. These techniques
are directly relevant to our work. However, not all columnar compression techniques can
be directly applied to the data-structures that we introduced in Chapter 3. Recall our
Desideratum 2 that in the context of in-memory GDBMSs, we are interested in compression
schemes that either avoid decompression at all or have the ability to decompress arbitrary
single elements in a compressed block in constant time. For example, schemes such as
run-length encoding are not suitable for in-memory GDBMSs because it is not possible to
decompose the value of an arbitrary element in constant time. We begin in Section 4.1
by reviewing a number of existing compression techniques that satisfy this constraint and
where they can be applied in GDBMSs. In Section 4.2 we discuss opportunities where
we can compress our adjacency lists, i.e., the storage of (adjacent edge, neighbour vertex)
pairs, given our new ID schemes. Finally, in Section 4.3, we discuss the shortcomings of
directly applying existing null compression schemes from columnar RDBMSs to compress
null values or empty adjacency lists in GDBMSs and propose a new prefixSum-based null
compression scheme that is suitable for GDBMSs.
4.1 Directly Applicable Compression Techniques
Accessing arbitrary elements in a compressed column in constant-time is possible only if the
elements of a column are encoded in fixed-length codes, i.e. using a fixed number of bits,
instead of variable-length codes. Several existing schemes, such as dictionary encoding,
leading 0 suppression, bit vectors, and frame of reference produces fixed length codes. We
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review dictionary encoding and leading 0 suppression below, which we have integrated
in our implementation. We refer the readers to references [5, 27, 37] for details of other
schemes. We next review several of existing techniques that produce fixed length codes.
Dictionary encoding: The dictionary encoding is perhaps the most common encoding
scheme to be used in RDBMSs [5, 56]. At a high-level, this scheme maps a domain of values
into more compact and shorter representation codes using a variety of schemes [56, 29, 5].
Some of these schemes produce variable-length codes, such as Huffmann encoding, and
others use fixed-length codes, such as the one described in reference[5]. These techniques
are often used to encode STRINGs into 64-bit integer values or any categorical property
into a small number of fixed-length bits. Different schemes can further pack these bits into
bytes. In our implementation, we use dictionary encoding to map any categorial property
p that takes on z different many values to dlog2(z)/8e bytes (so we pad log2(z) bits with
0s to have a fixed number of bytes).
Leading 0 Suppression: Given a block of data, this scheme omits storing leading zero bits
in each value in the block [13]. Each value is, hence, encoded in a variable number of bits
along with the count of bits used for storing the value. For an integer value 12, the number
of bits in which it can be stored is 4, instead of default 32. There are both variable-length
and fixed-length variants of this scheme. We adopt a fixed length version for storing labels
and positional offsets in both edge and vertex IDs (though it is trivial to apply to vertex
and edge properties as well). Specifically, if there maxv many vertices of a particular label,
we store the positional offsets in dlog2(maxv)/8e many bytes instead of 8 bytes. Similarly,
if the maximum size of property pages of an edge label is k, then for all the associated
edges, we use dlog2(k)/8e many bytes to store the page-level positional offset of the edge
ID. Often the adjacency lists of many edge labels are quite small (even the maximum length
one), and we store the positional offsets with a few bytes, instead of 4 bytes. Similarly
if there are max` many different labels, we store labels as in dlog2(max`)/8e many bytes.
That said, during query processing and accessing properties, the labels, positional offsets
of vertices, and positional offset of edges are stored as 4, 8 and 4 bytes, respectively.
4.2 Compressed Storage of Edge and Vertex ID Pairs
in Adjacency Lists
We next discuss how to compress the edge ID and vertex ID pairs in the adjacency lists.
Our new ID schemes from Sections 3.1 and 3.2 decompose the IDs into multiple small













Figure 4.1: Decision tree to store neighbour vertex’s label in the Adjacency lists.
depicts some structure.
Recall that the ID of an edge e in our new edge ID scheme contains 4 components: (i)
edge label; (ii) source vertex ID; (iii) destination vertex ID; and (iv) positional offset of
the properties of e in property pages. Recall also that then ID of a vertex v contains 2
components: (i) vertex label; and (ii) (label-level) positional offset. First, both the source
and the destination vertex IDs inside the edge ID of (edge ID, neighbour ID) pairs can
be omitted. This is because the source (destination) vertex ID is implied by the offset
of the pair in the forward (backward) adjacency list and the destination (source) vertex
ID is the neighbour ID, which is already stored in the pair. Second, we do not have to
store the labels of the edges as in our storage of the adjacency lists because recall that we
store a different CSR-like structure for each edge label. Therefore the only parts that need
to be stored are positional offsets for edge IDs, and vertex label and positional offsets of
neighbour vertex IDs. We next discuss further cases when the structure and multiplicities
of edges allows us to factor some of these components out:
• Edge label determines a single neighbour vertex label. In this very frequent
case, an edge label is between pairs of vertices when the sources or destinations (or
both) can have a single label. For instance, in our example graph, FOLLOWS edges are
between vertices having the label PERSON. In this case, we can factor out the vertex















Figure 4.2: Decision tree to store edge’s positional offset in the Adjacency lists.
• Edges do not have properties: This is also a frequently appearing case. That
is the edges with a particular label do not have any structured or unstructured
properties. In this case, notice that the edges do not need to be identifiable at all as
the system will never access properties of these edges. Therefore, what distinguishes
two edges are their neighbour vertex IDs and adjacent edges with the same IDs are
simply replicas of each other and are stored twice. Therefore, we can omit storing
the positional offsets of edge IDs.
• Single cardinality edges: Recall from Section 3.4 that the properties for single
cardinality edges can be stored in vertex columns. So by using the source or desti-
nation vertex IDs, we can directly read properties. Therefore, we can omit storing
any positional offsets.
All of the above cases arise frequently in real world graph data. For example, in the
LDBC SNB dataset 6.1, 10 out of 15 many edge labels determine a single source and
destination neighbour label, 10 many do not have any properties, 8 many have single
cardinality edges. In all, 10 many of them are not required to store any neighbour vertex’s
labels and positional offset. This implies that we only store neighbour vertex’s positional
offset for such edges in the adjacency lists, which can be stored with as few as 4 bytes.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 summarizes these cases in a decision tree that instruct when to
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Figure 4.3: NULL compression using bit-Strings.
4.3 NULL Compression
Edge and vertex properties can often be quite sparse in real-world graph structured data.
Similarly in many adjacency lists, due to the power-law nature of the degree distributions,
a significant fraction of vertices can have empty forward or backward adjacency lists.
Both the property sparsity and empty lists can be seen as different columnar structures
containing null values, which can be compressed.
A general null compression technique is to treat the NULLs in the column as another
potential value in the domain of column’s datatype which could then be compressed by any
of the columnar compression schemes. For example, a column that is very sparse (> 95%
NULL values) can be effectively encoded using run-length encoding. This is not directly
applicable in GDBMSs as it does not allow accessing an arbitrary location in a column
and finding the value (or null if the value does not exist).
Abadi in reference [3] has described three specific NULL compression techniques. All
of these techniques list all non-NULL elements consecutively in a block of data. Then
to indicate the positions of these non-NULL elements, they use different techniques. The
simplest is to list along with each value the position. Borrowing the terminology from
reference [3], this technique is designed for sparse columns, i.e., whose significant fraction
of values, say > 90% are NULL. A more compact way, designed for columns that have low
sparsity, is to list in a separate array the beginning and end indices of consecutive non-NULL
values. The third technique, designed for columns with intermediate sparsity, is based on
using bit-string to indicate if each location is NULL or not. This is quite compact and
requires only 1 bit extra storage per each cell in the block. Figure 4.3 shows an example
column and its null compressed version using the bit-string scheme.
However, these techniques are not directly suitable for GDBMSs as they do not satisfy
our Desideratum 2. In the bit-string method, we can, in constant time, learn whether or
not if the value at a position i is NULL or not (e.g., i would be the positional offset of
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Figure 4.4: PrefixSum-based NULL compression scheme. Chunk Size (n) = 4
a vertex in a column storing a vertex property). However, if the value is not NULL, the
system needs to iterate over the bits until location i and count the number of 1’s to find
out the location of the value. For instance, in Figure 4.3, accessing the element at index
9 of uncompressed block involves counting the number of 1’s till before index 9 in the
bit-string, which is 4. Thus, the value is then read from index 4 of the non-NULL values
array.
We next present a modification to the bit-string-based compression scheme to satisfy
our requirement of constant time access to arbitrary elements. In addition to the array
of non-NULL values and the bit-string, we store a prefixSum for each c (16 by default)
elements in a block of the column, i.e., we divide the block into chunks of size c. While the
bit-strings indicate positions in the block with non NULL elements, the prefixSum holds the
number of non NULL elements in the uncompressed block before a particular chunk. We
also maintain a pre-populated static 2D map in the memory having size (2c, c). We call
this bit-position-to-index map. Let b and p respectively be the bit-string of length c and
prefixSum of a chunk j. Given b and the position i in the bit-string, the map returns the
number of 1’s in b until position i. The map allows us to avoid iterating over the bit-string
to count the number of 1s and perform this count with a single lookup. Then, by adding
the value returned from the map to p, we get the exact location of the value of location i
in j (so the location of j ∗ c+ i in the entire block). In total, after checking that the value
is non-NULL, which needs to be done in any bit-string based scheme, we perform 1 lookup
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of prefix, 1 look up in the map, and 1 arithmetic, before the final look up of the actual
value in the non-NULL values array.
Figure 4.4 depicts compression of a sparse column using our modified scheme. As
an example, suppose we need to find the element at index 9 of the uncompressed block.
Given c = 4, this element will appear in the 2nd chunk, say c2, of the compressed block.
The position i of index 9 in c2 is 1. Also, c2’s bit-string and prefixSum are 0110b and
4 respectively. The entry for (0110b, 1) in the bit-position-to-index map is 0. Thus, the
index of element at 9 in non-NULL values array is 4 + 0 = 4.
The choice of the value of c affects how big the bit index to position map is. For
c = 16, the size of the map is 1MB. The overhead of bit-string and prefixSum can also
be optimized. Since the bit-string takes a bit for each element in an uncompressed block,
the overhead depends on the size and number of prefixSums we have for an uncompressed
block. By default we set c to 16 and maintain blocks of size N = 2c (so about 64K cells)
and store our prefixSums as 16-bit unsigned integers. This ensures that the prefixes we
keep increase the overhead from 1 to only 2 bits per element in the compressed block. If
the size of prefixSum is w and c = 16, the overhead from prefixSums per element will be
w/16 bytes. w itself depends on the number of elements N in the uncompressed block.
For N = 216 = 64K, w = 16 and hence, the overhead of prefixSum is 1-bit per each cell in
the block.
In our implementation, we use the prefix-sum based NULL compression schemes to
compress vertex and edge properties (so vertex property columns and single-directional




In this chapter, we briefly review the traditional Volcano-style query processing technique,
which is common across a wide range of different database management systems, and the
column- or vector-oriented processing technique that is particularly suited for column-
oriented relational database management systems. We then describe the limitations of
these techniques for GDBMSs and propose a technique which we call list-based processing,
that is a hybrid between the two.
5.1 Existing Techniques
In the Volcano-style query processors [28] execution happens by passing a single tuple
between operators. Specifically, each operator operates on a single intermediate tuple,
e.g., a partial match of the subgraph query, extends or modifies one value in this tuple and
passes it to the next operator in the query plan. Consider the following query and a plan
for this query shown in Figure 5.1.
Example 2. Consider the following query.
MATCH (a:PERSON)−[ex:FOLLOWS]→(b:PERSON),
(b:PERSON)−[ey:FOLLOWS]→(c:PERSON)
WHERE a = v4
RETURN ey.since
In a GDBMS that adopts the Volcano-style processing, a scan operator could match












Figure 5.1: Query plan for Example 2.
Suppose v4 has k many outgoing edges, say (e41, v41), ..., (e4k, v4k). jo1 would read the
first edge (e41, v41) and give the tuple [a = v4, ex = e41, b = v41] to the next join operator
jo2. jo2 would then read the first outgoing edge of v41, say (e411, v411), and give the tuple
[a = v4, ex = e41, b = v41, ey = e411, c = v411] to the next property reader operator, so and so
forth. One advantage of Volcano-style processing is that even if there are many intermediate
tuples with a particular variable value, this value is copied only once to the tuple that is
passed between operators. For example, even if v41 has z1 many outgoing edges in the input
graph, so there will be z1 many intermediate tuples with b = v41, this value is copied to
the tuple only once. This is an important advantage for GDBMSs where 1-to-many joins,
specifically one vertex joining to many neighbor vertices, are common. At the same time,
it is well known that Volcano-style processors do not achieve high CPU cache locality. For
example although (e41, v41), ...., (e4k, v4k) are stored consecutively in memory, reading and
processing these values are intermixed with function calls to the other operators which
might read values from other adjacency lists. The second shortcoming of Volcano-style
processors is that they perform many function calls between operators.
Column-oriented relational systems have addressed the shortcomings of Volcano-style
processors by introducing column- and vector-oriented processing [15, 32]. Instead of a
tuple-at-a-time processing, these techniques pass an entire column or vector, e.g., 1024
tuples, at a time between operators. Each primitive operator in the system takes a vector
of tuples and outputs a vector of tuples. While processing a vector, each operator can
read consecutive memory locations, achieving good cache locality, and employ efficient
block algorithms and tight loop over arrays that draw benefits from advanced compiler
optimizations and SIMD instructions that are common in modern CPUs. Vector-at-a-time
processing also reduces the number of function calls that are made during query processing.
One shortcoming of vector-oriented processing is that, for 1-to-many joins, it requires
copying intermediate values. For example in a vector-oriented processor, the scan operator
would output a : [v4] vector, the first join operator jo1 would output a : [v4, v4, ...., v4],
ex : [e41, ..., e4k], b : [v41, ..., v4k] vectors, and the second join operator jo2 would output a :
[v4, v4, ...., v4], ex : [e41, ..., e41, e42, ..., e42, ...., e4k, e4k], b : [v41, ..., v41, v42, ..., v42, ...., v4k, v4k],
ey : [e411, ..., e41z1 , e421, ..., e42z2 , ...., e4k1, e4kzk ], c : [v411, ..., v41z1 , v421, ..., v42z2 , ...., v4k1, v4kzk ],
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assuming vertices v41, v42, ..., v4k have z1, ..., zk neighbors, respectively (and assuming
z1 + ...,+zk is less than the fixed vector size). While vector style processing is good
for aggregation heavy workloads that require reading columns of data consecutively, it is
not particularly suited for workloads that contain many 1-to-many joins due to the data
duplication it requires.
5.2 List-based Processing
We have developed a new query processing technique, which we call list-based processing,
that is a hybrid between Volcano-style and vector-oriented processing. In particular, we
have two versions of each operator, a Volcano-style and a vector-oriented version. For
example, we have a JOIN operator that takes an intermediate tuple and copies one value
of one adjacency list and produces one tuple. We also have a LIST JOIN operator that
takes a tuple and produces an output tuple that contains a copy of an adjacency list that
is used in extending. We do lazy evaluation, so until it is necessary, the list is simply
a pointer to the adjacency list that should be extended and is not materialized. Simi-
larly we have a PROPERTY READER and LIST PROPERTY READER operators, where the latter
takes a tuple where one value is an adjacency list containing a list of edges and neigh-
bours, and copies over a property of the edges or neighbours. For example, Figure 5.2
shows the query plan that operates on lists rather than single values. The last join op-
erator is LIST JOIN followed by the LIST PROPERTY READER for reading property of ey
edge matches. The execution is performed Volcano-style until the LIST-JOIN operator,
which for example would get the tuple [a = v4, b = v41], and outputs [a = v4, b = v41, c =
{(e411, v411), ..., (e41z1 , v41z1)}] as output. The LIST PROPERTY READER could then output
[a = v4, b = v41, c = {(e411, v411), ..., (e41z1 , v41z1)}, ey = {1980, 1981, ...., 1990}].
The list operators perform vector-oriented processing with tight loops, but the vector
size is not fixed and is the size of an adjacency list. For example, the LIST PROPERTY
READER would directly access a property page and read all of the properties of e411, ..., e41z1
inside a single loop. The LIST JOIN operator and the following list operators are only
used when no other JOIN operator needs to extend the values in the list produced by LIST
JOIN. For example LIST JOIN is used in the final join operators in a plan, e.g., jo2 in
our example, but it can also be used in earlier join operators, as long as the output list of
LIST JOIN will not be extended in another join operator. The final plans therefore consists
of a mix of Volcano- and vector-oriented operators. Similar to Volcano-style processing,
list-based processing does not copy the same value into the tuple multiple times and also











Figure 5.2: Query plan with List-based Processing for Example 2.
of the query plans. We note that in many queries, most of the work is done by the join
operators in the leaf, so an important part of the processing is often still performed in a
vector-oriented style. As we will demonstrate in Chapter 6, list-oriented processing can
outperform both Volcano-style and vector-oriented processing. This is especially the case
when queries contain multiple 1-to-many joins, corresponding to multi-hop traversals of
graphs.
We note that our list-oriented processing is a simple form of factorized query pro-
cessing [41], that evaluates queries in a compressed format. For example, the tuple
[a = v4, b = v41, c = {(e411, v411), ..., (e41z1 , v41z1)}, ey = {1980, 1981, ...., 1990}] is a com-
pressed representation of z1 many tuples. For some queries, e.g., a star query, this type of
processing can significantly decrease the amount of intermediate data that is processed. A
rigorous study of factorized query processing in GDBMSs is not in the scope of this thesis




We integrated our columnar storage and techniques into the in-memory GraphflowDB
GDBMS. The version of the system we modified stored the edge and vertex properties in
a row-oriented fashion as a sequence of variable-sized records indexed by their IDs and
partitions the edges by labels and stores them as 8-byte vertex and edge IDs inside CSR.
The goal of our experiments is two-fold. First, we show that using columnar storage
and compression techniques reduces the memory consumption of the system significantly,
by 3.5x, when storing a graph dataset generated by the popular LDBC social network
benchmark. Second, we evaluate the query performance benefits and trade-offs that these
techniques provide. In particular, we organize our experiments as follows:
1. Compression in Adjacency Lists: In Section 6.2 we show the reduction in the
size of our adjacency lists when applying the storage optimizations from Sections 3
and 4. For each optimization, we state the cause of the reduction in size and query
performance effect of the optimization.
2. Single-directional Property Pages: In Section 6.3, we compare the performance
of storing edge properties in single-directional property pages, as compared to strictly-
ordered single-directional property lists and unordered edge columns.
3. Vertex Columns for Single Cardinality Edges vs. CSR Adjacency Lists:
In Section 6.4, we show the effectiveness of storing single cardinality edges in vertex
columns as compared to in CSR format.
4. Prefix Sum-based Null Compression: In Section 6.5, we evaluate the size and
performance trade-off of compressing our columns with our prefix sum-based null
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compression scheme. We also compare our technique with the vanilla null compres-
sion technique mentioned in [3].
5. List-based Processing vs Volcano-styled Query Execution: In Section 6.6,
we show the performance benefits of using list-based processor over Volcano-styled
processor for executing queries.
Noticeably missing in our evaluations is comparisons against the other GDBMS systems
and conventional column stores, which we plan to perform as part of future work.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware Setup: For all our experiments, we use a single machine that has two Intel
E5-2670 @2.6GHz CPUs and 512 GB of RAM. The machine has 16 physical cores and 32
logical cores. We only use one logical core. We set the maximum size of the JVM heap to
500 GB and keep JVM’s default minimum size.
Dataset: We use the LDBC SNB [23] dataset generator to generate synthetic graph
datasets on which we evaluate all our experiments. LDBC SNB is a popular benchmark
to generate large social graph data with multiple vertex and edge labels, and properties
on vertices and edges. The generated social graph is highly structured which can be seen
from the schema in Figure 6.1. In fact all of the edges and edge and vertex properties are
structured according to our definition from Chapter 2 but several properties and edges are
very sparse. For example, property language and content on vertices with type STRING
appears in less than 15% of the nodes with label post. We generate the data at the scale
factor of 100 that consists of over 1.7 billion edges and 0.3 billion vertices. We refer to this
dataset as LDBC100.
Query Workload: We use a micro benchmark we generate that consists of 1-, 2-, and
3-hop path queries that optionally contain predicates on vertex and edge properties and
aggregations. These queries serve as a stress test for evaluating access to the underlying
storage, which our techniques optimize.
6.2 Compression in Adjacency Lists
In this experiment, we demonstrate the memory reduction we get from the columnar storage
and compression techniques we described in this thesis that reduce the cost of storing
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Figure 6.1: LDBC SNB Graph schema. (Obtained from LDBC SNB specification
document v0.3.2)
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Figure 6.2: Breakup of memory gains by applying different optimizations on Adjacency
Lists of LDBC100 dataset.
(edge ID, neighbour vertex ID) pairs in adjacency lists.We create multiple configurations
on GraphflowDB, each with a different set of optimizations. Below are the descriptions of
the configurations we evaluate the memory usage on. Each configuration builds on top of
previous in the list.
1. GF-OLD: This is our baseline configuration that represents edges and vertices in the
adjacency list as 8-byte identifiers. All the edges are stored in the 2-level CSR
structure and are not compressed.
2. +COLS: Uses vertex columns to store edges with single cardinality edge labels instead
of CSR adjacency lists.
3. +NEW-IDS: Introduces our new vertex and edge identification schemes that stores
vertex and edge ID as a set of multiple small components.
4. +0-SUPR: Implements leading 0 suppression in the components of vertex and edge
IDs in adjacency lists.
5. +OMIT: Omits neighbour vertex label and positional offsets of edges in the adjacency
list or vertex column storage, when they can be inferred from the structure.
6. +NULL: Implements prefix sum-based null compression on adjacency lists (or vertex
columns for single cardinality edges).
Table 6.1 shows how much memory (in GB) the adjacency lists take when storing the
edges of LDBC100 across different configurations. Figure 6.2 gives the breakup of memory
gain per optimization. Memory gain in +COLS is attributed to the fact that 8 out of 15
edge labels are single cardinality and stored in vertex columns in at least one direction.
+NEW-IDS gains (∼4 bytes per edge) by storing edges in smaller than 8 bytes, while +OMIT
gains (∼3 bytes per edge) from not storing edge’s positional offsets and neighbour’s vertex
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GF-OLD +COLS +NEW-IDS +0-CMPRS +OMIT +NULL
Fwd. Adjacency Lists
38.25 33.25 27.22 16.35 11.14 10.53
+1.15x +1.22x +1.66x +1.47x +1.06x
Bwd. Adjacency Lists
37.93 37.50 30.93 18.75 12.79 11.15
+1.01x +1.21x +1.65x +1.47x +1.15x
Total (GB)
Bytes Per Edge
76.18 70.75 58.15 35.10 23.93 21.68
23.04 21.39 17.58 10.61 7.24 6.50
1.08x 1.31x 2.17x 3.18x 3.55x
Table 6.1: Memory utilization (in GB) by Adjacency lists of LDBC100 when adding our
optimizations one at a time. Each column i indicates an optimization i and in the rows
for forward and backward lists indicate the additional reduction factor of applying
optimization i on top of the previous optimizations to the left of i. In contrast, in the row
on total memory consumption/bytes per edge, each column i indicates the cumulative
reduction factor (compared to GF-OLD) of applying all optimizations from left until i.
label for 10 out of 15 edge labels. We see modest benefits in +NULL (∼0.75 bytes per edge)
since empty adjacency lists are infrequent in LDBC100.
All of these optimizations also improve query performance, with the exception of +NULL,
which incurs a modest query slow down. We will evaluate the performance gains and trade-
offs of +COLS and +NULL in Sections 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. We will not evaluate the
benefits of leading 0 suppression but we note that this also improves performance because
we do not have to decode a particular value and hence, and have modest gains because
we copy less data into tuples from the adjacency lists. Similarly for the cases of +NEW-IDS
and +OMIT, we gain by less copying of data into the tuple.
6.3 Effectiveness of Single-Directional Property Pages
In this experiment, we show the benefits of keeping the edge properties grouped and loosely-
ordered in single-directional property pages compared to using edge columns that store
the edge properties unordered. Recall that one alternative design we described was using
single-directional property lists to store edge properties. This design had the advantage
that edge properties would be kept in exactly the same order as they appear in adjacency
lists, but it can make updates significantly slower, specifically for systems that keep edges
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Table 6.2: Runtime (in sec) of k-hop queries for different configurations of edge property
storage on LDBC100.
in sorted order. However, this design may still be a viable design for some GDBMSs and
as a point of reference we also evaluate its benefits. To test the performance benefits of
single-directional property pages and lists, we configure GraphflowDB in 3 different ways
(all using our new ID schemes):
1. EDGE COLS: Stores edge properties in edge column in the order they were inserted
into the database, so properties of edges in a particular adjacency list (forward or
backward) can appear anywhere in this column. We ensure that the insertion order is
random and not adhering to the order of edges in the forward or backward adjacency
lists.
2. PROP LISTS: Edge properties are stored in the single-directional property lists. We
pick the forward list for n − n multiplicity edges. Therefore these property lists
mimic the forward adjacency lists and gives sequential reads when edge properties of
a forward adjacency list are read.
3. PROP PAGES: Edge properties are stored in pages by combining n = 128 property
lists of the previous solution and appear in insertion order. This solution provides
close-by reads when edge properties of a forward adjacency list are read.
As our workload, we use 1- 2- and 3-hop queries that use the knows edge label of the
LDBC SNB schema (Figure 6.1) that compare each query edge’s creationDate property to
be greater than the previous edge’s. knows edge label has n-n cardinality with an average
of 44 outward known edges from each person vertex. This gives us significant scope for
reading edge properties from close-by memory locations for each adjacency lists. 1-hop
and 2-hop queries run for all vertices of person while we run 3-hop for only 25000 vertices
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to make the query complete faster. For each query, we only consider the plan that matches
vertices from left to right in the forward direction. This way, we are ensure cache locality in
PROP-LISTS and PROP-PAGES configurations. Table 6.2 shows the performance of queries
on 3 configurations. We observe that the queries benefit significantly from localizing edge
properties in the storage. Compared to EDGE COLS, we see up to 2.8x improvement for
PROP PAGES and up to 3.32x improvements for PROP LISTS. Recall also that using PROP
PAGES or PROP LISTS also reduces our storage because the amount of bytes required to
identify edges within a list or a property page is smaller than the bytes needed to identify an
edge within an entire edge column. In a system that uses fixed size IDs, which in-memory
systems optimized for performance should do, 8 bytes is needed to identify edges in billion-
scale graphs while 4 bytes is sufficient to identify edges within a list or property page.
Finally, note that the benefits we get from PROP PAGES will depend on n, in particular
as n approaches 1, PROP PAGES design reduces to PROP LISTS. We have not performed
this experiment but as n gets smaller we expect the performance differences between PROP
LISTS and PROP PAGES to reduce.
6.4 Vertex Columns for Single Cardinality Edges vs
CSR Adjacency Lists
Storing single cardinality edges in vertex columns ensure two benefits: (i) direct access
into the edge without indirection into CSR, and 2) does not need to store offsets of the
CSR. We showed the memory gains of storing edges in vertex columns for LDBC100, in
Section 6.2, on the whole. We next compare the performance benefits of using vertex
column vs adjacency lists in CSR format under two settings: (i) when empty lists (or
edges because of single cardinality) are not null compressed; and (ii) when they are null
compressed. We create 4 configurations of GraphflowDB to run our queries on:
1. V-COL-UNC: Single cardinality edge label edges are stored in vertex columns and are
not compressed. This is equivalent to +OMIT configuration in Section 6.2.
2. CSR-UNC: Single cardinality edge label edges are stored in CSR format and are not
compressed.
3. V-COL-C: Null compressed version of V-COL-UNC. This is equivalent to +NULL config-
uration in Section 6.2.
4. CSR-C: Null compressed version of CSR-UNC.
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1-hop 2-hop 3-hop Memory (in MB)
CSR-UNC 7.03 9.13 9.60 1266.56
V-COL-UNC
4.34 5.80 5.85 839.93
1.62x 1.57x 1.64x 1.51x
(a) Uncompressed
1-hop 2-hop 3-hop Memory (in MB)
CSR-C 7.78 10.40 11.23 905.23
V-COL-C
5.23 8.28 8.41 478.86
1.49x 1.26x 1.34x 1.89x
(b) Null Compressed
Table 6.3: Vertex property columns vs. 2-level CSR adjacency lists for storing single
cardinality edges: Query runtime (in sec) and Memory usage (in MB)
The workload consists of simple 1-, 2-, and 3-hop queries on the replyOf edge between
comment vertices in the LDBC SNB schema. The replyOf edge label has n-1 cardinality,
hence, we keep the forward edges as a special property of comment vertex label. Moreover,
our workload queries do not do any predicate evaluation and the final output of the query
is an aggregated count. This assures that JOIN operation in the query plan is the only
dominant operation. Again, for each query, we evaluate only on the plan that matches the
vertices sequentially and joins in the forward direction.
Tables 6.3a and 6.3b shows the result of queries on uncompressed and null compressed
configurations respectively. We observe up to 1.62x performance gains between uncom-
pressed variants of vertex columns and CSR (i.e., V-COL-UNC vs CSR-UNC) and up to 1.49x
gains between null compressed variants (i.e., V-COL-C vs CSR-C). The last column of the
tables report the size of the adjacency lists or vertex column storing replyOf edges. Here,
vertex column uses half as much space as adjacency lists, when the data is kept compressed.
In LDBC100, out of ∼220M comment vertices 50.5% have empty forward adjacency list,
i.e, do not have an outward replyOf edge. This is reflected in vertex columns between
V-COL-UNC and V-COL-C, as the memory reduces by 1.75x (839.93MB vs 478.86MB), unlike
their CSR counterparts that stores offsets as extra and thus, compression reduces memory
by only 1.4x (1266.56 vs 905.23). These results verify that using vertex columns for single-
cardinality edges not only saves space, but also improves query performance (irrespective
of whether or not the edges/lists are null compressed or not).
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Figure 6.3: Memory and performance on random accesses for Uncompressed, prefix
sum-based NULL compressed and vanilla NULL compressed columns.
6.5 Effectiveness of Prefix Sum-based Null Compres-
sion
We demonstrate the memory performance trade-off of prefix sum-based null compression
when compressing both sparse property columns as well as empty adjacency lists. We
evaluate two aspects of our technique: (i) storage and random access efficacy against un-
compressed and vanilla null compressed columns; and (ii) query performance on compressed
and uncompressed vertex columns and adjacency lists.
The goal of our first experiment is to compare uncompressed, prefix sum-based null
compressed and vanilla null compressed (as implemented in [3]) columnar data-structure
for memory usage and performance on random reads. We design a micro-benchmark to
stress test the access performance when performing random accesses to a null compressed
column. We use the creationDate property of 220M comment vertices in LDBC100 and
create multiple versions of it, each with different percentage of non-null values. On each
version, we do the necessary compression and measure the time taken to do 200M access
to random locations in the column.
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show memory usage and performance on 200M random read
queries respectively, for uncompressed, prefix sum-based null compressed and vanilla null
compressed column of creationDate property of comment vertex label. We omit the per-
formance number of vanilla null compression as they were significantly higher than the
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Table 6.4: Runtime (in sec) of k-hop queries on compressed and uncompressed vertex
column on LDBC100.
other two configurations (>20x). Our prefix sum-based compression technique requires
slightly more memory than vanilla null compression technique (2-bit for each element vs.
1-bit overhead in vanilla compression). However, introducing prefix sums and map lookups
in stead of iterations over bit-strings of each block provide significant performance bene-
fits. We observe at most 1.38x slow down the performance compared to the uncompressed
column, which has no decompression cost. Surprisingly, accesses in prefix-sum based com-
pression can even be faster than accesses to an uncompressed column when the column
is very sparse (< 30% non-null values). This is because testing for null at a location is a
constant time operation and when most of the accesses return null, in a null compressed
column, the iterators return a single global variable that keeps the null value for the data
type. Instead, in an uncompressed column, the null value from the column is copied, which
has a higher chance of a CPU cache miss.
Note that Tables 6.3a and 6.3b already compares reading edges from compressed and
uncompressed adjacency lists and vertex columns. Reading edges from CSR adjacency lists
and vertex columns that are null compressed by our technique are on average 1.14x and
1.3x slower than their uncompressed variant respectively. However, for 50% null values,
they gain 50% and 25% in storage respectively.
In our second experiment, we evaluate accessing vertex properties from compressed and
uncompressed vertex columns using k-hop queries. We use the V-COL-C and V-COL-UNC
configurations and keep the edge storage uncompressed. We run the workload from Sec-
tion 6.4 consisting of k-hop queries over replyOf edges. These queries are extended to
include a condition that a comment b is made on another comment a such that b has a
creationDate that is within δ timespan of a’s. Table 6.4 shows our results. Using com-
pressed storage slows down our queries by at most 1.14x. Therefore compared to the vanilla
null compression schemes, which are not practical, our prefix sum-based null compression








Table 6.5: Without reading vertex property
Table 6.6: Runtime (in sec) for two set of k-hop queries using volcano-styled query
processing and our new list-based query processing.
6.6 List-based Processing vs. Volcano-styled Query
Execution
We next provide a preliminary set of experiments that compare the performance of our
list-based processing to Volcano-style processing. We use the GraphflowDB with our
new columnar storage under two configurations; (i) VOLCANO, that uses the conventional
Volcano-styled processor, which we achieve by ensuring plans do not use our vector-oriented
operators (e.g., LIST-JOIN); and (ii) LIST-BASED that uses our new list-based operators.
Our workload consist of simple 1-, 2-, and 3-hop queries that read the replyOf edges of
the person vertex in LDBC100 and returns the count of final matches. We evaluate the
queries on similar plans that perform the same sequence of joins.
Table 6.5 shows the query performance of the 2 query processors. As we expect, list-
based processor is more performant than Volcano-style processor. Specifically, we obtain
between 1.33x and 2.72x runtime speed up. Our evaluation of list-based processing is
currently very preliminary and at the time of this writing we are in the process of imple-
menting and optimizing our list-based operators. We leave a more extensive evaluation of




This thesis studied the integration of columnar storage and query processing techniques to
GDBMSs. We review related work on column-oriented relational systems and other storage
and compression techniques that have been designed for GDBMSs and RDF engines. There
is an extensive literature on different storage and compression techniques designed for
specific graphs, which we do not cover here. We refer the interested readers to reference [50,
14] for a survey on the lossless compression techniques from literature. These techniques
focus on compressing the topology of the graph and broadly can achieve high compression
rates for special types of graphs, e.g., Erdős Rényi graphs or web graphs, but require
decompression while accessing adjacency lists. Therefore, they are less applicable for an
in-memory GDBMS than the techniques we considered in this thesis.
7.1 Storage and Compression Techniques in Column-
Oriented Relational Systems
Column-oriented RDBMSs are designed primarily for OLAP applications that are analytics
heavy that perform aggregations over entire tables or subsets of tuples. At a high-level,
these systems store the relations in disk pages as a set of separate columns, instead of a set of
rows. The column c value of a particular row r can be found using a positional offset, using
the row ID of r, in the page that stores column c. The row IDs are referred to as surrogate
keys. Prior to the emergence of column stores, such as C-Store [51], MonetDB [32], and
VectorWise [54, 55], prior work, such as PAX [9], had used columnar storage inside in the
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context of row-oriented systems. PAX was a storage design that stores a set of rows in
each disk page, but organizes the rows inside each page in a columnar format.
Many prior work on column stores introduced a set of columnar storage, compression,
and query processing techniques. These techniques include: positional offsets (also called
virtual IDs) to directly access values in columns for different rows, columnar compression
schemes, vector-oriented query processing, late materialization, and direct operation on
compressed data, among others. A detailed survey of these techniques can be found in ref-
erence [4], which reviews the techniques introduced in C-Store, MonetDB, and VectorWise.
This thesis studied how to directly integrate these techniques to in-memory GDBMSs or
modify and adapt them so that they can be integrated into in-memory GDBMSs. The
most relevant techniques that we identified and integrated are: (i) a set of columnar stor-
age structures to store different components of property graphs (shown in Table 3.1); (ii)
vertex and edge ID schemes that allow direct positional offsets into these columns; (iii)
compression schemes that include dictionary encoding, zero suppression, compressed edge
and vertex IDs, and a null and empty-list compression scheme; and (iv) list-based process-
ing which is a hybrid between Volcano-style and vector-oriented processing.
For disk-based GDBMSs, other techniques, in particular other compression schemes,
such as run-length encoding to compress vertex and edge properties, or integer compression
schemes from reference [37] to compress adjacency lists might also be beneficial. For in-
memory systems, these techniques can increase the systems scalability but they will also
decrease performance as data needs to be decompressed before accessing. Except for null-
compression, our other compression schemes do not decrease an in-memory GDBMS’s
performance as they do not require decompression. Null compression slows down query
execution but not significantly, so offers a good performance and space trade-off. Whether
or not GDBMS-specific versions of other compression schemes can be developed for in-
memory GDBMSs is an interesting research direction.
7.2 Storage and Compression for GDBMSs and RDF
Systems
There are several existing native GDBMSs, whose internals have been described in technical
papers or documents. These systems adopt a columnar structure only for storing the
topology of the graph. This is done either by using a variant of vanilla adjacency list format
or CSR. These systems use other row-oriented structures, such as property stores that store
a sequence of key-value properties, or a separate key-value store to store vertex and edge
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properties. For example, Neo4j [2] represents the topology of the graph in adjacency lists
that are partitioned by edge labels and stored in linked-lists, where each edge record points
to the next that is not necessarily stored consecutively in disk. Similarly, the property of
each vertex and edge are stored in a linked-list in an unstructured manner, where each
property record points to the next property record and encodes the key, data type, and
value of the property. This can be seen as adopting a row-oriented storage for properties.
Similarly, JanusGraph [33] stores its edges in adjacency lists partitioned by edge labels and
properties as a consecutive key-value pairs (so in row-oriented format). JanusGraph uses
variable-length encoding when storing edges in the adjacency lists. Instead, we use fixed-
length encodings in our compression schemes. DGraph [1] uses a key-value store to hold
adjacency lists as well as properties. We are unaware of any compression schemes adopted
by Neo4j and DGraph. All of the above native GDBMSs adopt Volcano-style processors.
In contrast, our design adopts columnar structures for vertex and edge properties and a
list-based processor. Our storage techniques and list-based processing allows our system
to benefit more from data locality. In addition, we improve on these designs by more
compressed edge and vertex ID representation (these systems use 8 bytes for each ID) and
null compression.
There are also several GDBMSs that are developed directly on top of an RDBMS or
another database system. For example, Oracle Spatial and Graph [42] supports a property
graph model using the PGQL language [45] that is built on top of Oracle database. SAP’s
graph database [48] is developed on top of HANA. These systems can benefit from the
columnar techniques provided by the underlying RDBMS but the underlying RDBMS
techniques are not optimized for graph storage and queries. For example, SAP’s graph
engine uses SAP HANA’s columnar-storage to store vertex and edge tables but these
columns do not have CSR-like structures for indexing edges of each vertex. Similarly,
existing RDBMSs do not implement null compression schemes similar to our prefix-sum-
based scheme that allow constant-time access to arbitrary column values.
RedisGraph [47] is a system that stores its adjacency lists and properties inside the
Redis [46], a distributed in-memory key-value database, although RedisGraph’s latest re-
lease we are aware of runs only on single nodes. RedisGraph has a query processor that is
based on performing linear algebra operations. The system converts Cypher queries into a
sequence of linear-algebra based operators, which are executed using the GraphBLAS [30]
linear algebra library. This can be seen as performing column-oriented processing, as en-
tire columns, which are stored in, are processed during query evaluation. We have not
benchmarked our system against RedisGraph to evaluate the efficiency of this approach.
This is an interesting direction we have left for future work.
ZipG [36] is a distributed compressed storage engine for property graphs that can answer
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queries to retrieve adjacencies as well as vertex and edge properties. ZipG is based on a
compressed data structure called Succinct [8]. Succinct stores semi-structured data that
is encoded as a set of key and list of values. For example, a node v’s properties can be
stored with the v’s ID as the key and a list of values, corresponding to each property. The
properties are distinguished through special delimiter characters ZipG maintains. Edge
properties and adjacency lists can be encoded in a similar fashion. All of this data is
encoded in flat files in a sorted manner by keys. Succinct then compresses these files
using suffix arrays and several secondary level indices based on taking samples of key-
value properties to access different records. Although the authors report achieving a good
compression rate, unlike our structures, access to a particular record is not constant time
and requires accessing secondary indexes followed by a binary search. Therefore, this type
of compression provides slower access than our structures.
Reference [10] describes a k2-tree-based adjacency lists storage, while properties are
represented either as lists or in k2-trees depending on the number of unique values. Our
columnar structures differ from that in [10] in two ways: (i) we use positional offsets to
access property values; and (ii) we arrange edge properties into pages to get sequential
access.
Several RDF systems also use columnar structures to store RDF databases, which
consist of a set of (subject, predicate, object) triples. Reference [7] stores data in a set
of columns, where each column store is a set of (subject, object) pairs for each unique
predicate. This is similar to partitioning the edges based on their labels in property graphs.
However, this storage is not as optimized as the standard storage in GDBMSs, e.g., the
edges of a particular object are not stored in native CSR or adjacency list format. Hexastore
[53] improves on the idea of predicate partitioning by defining a column for each RDF
element (subject, predicate or object) and sorting the column in 2 possible ways in B+
trees. This is similar but not as efficient as double indexing of adjacency lists in GDBMSs.
RDF-3X [40] is an RDF system that stores a large triple table that is indexed in 6 B+ tree
indexes over each column. Similarly, this storage is not as optimized as the native graph
storage found in GDBMSs.
Another set of approaches [44, 34, 25] represent RDF data compactly by making use
of the underlying structural patterns to formulate a set of rules that can encode multiple
entities together. While, [11, 12] aims at optimizing the topology of RDF data by rep-
resenting it in data-structures similar to k2-trees [19], that represents adjacency matrices
as trees that are essentially NULL pruned. Our work too emphasizes on using structure
in graph data, but at the same time aims at improving query performance with a more
succinct representation of data in memory.
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Finally, several prior work has introduced novel storage techniques for storing graphs in
GDBMSs or analytics systems. These works primarily focus on storing the topology of the
graph and adopt variants of CSR format [22]. LLAMA is a data structure based on CSR for
storing adjacency lists for a write-heavy system. The data structure is designed to provide
multi-version support when applications require accessing different versions of adjacency
lists. Our focus in this thesis are read-heavy queries and our data structures are not
optimized for write-heavy workloads. Similarly, STINGER [21] is a system that describes a
data structure to store the topology of a graph also under write-heavy workloads. At a high-
level, the data structure adopts a vanilla adjacency list format that is divided by different
edge labels, where each list is accessible using vertex IDs. Lists are stored in a linked list of
blocks that allow very fast updates in a shared memory system. DISTINGER [24] adopts
STINGER’s structure to a distributed setting. These techniques are complementary to our
work and our edgeID and vertex ID schemes and columnar structures for storing the graph




Conclusion and Future Work
Column-oriented RDBMSs are read-optimized analytical systems that have introduced sev-
eral storage and query processing techniques to improve the scalability and performances
of RDBMSs. We studied the integration of these techniques into GDBMSs, which are also
read-optimized analytical systems. Although some of these techniques can directly be ap-
plied to GDBMSs, there are significant differences between the data and query workloads
that column-oriented RDBMSs and GDBMSs support, which require adapting some of
these techniques. We first outlined a set of guidelines for designing the physical storage
layer and query processor of GDBMSs, from which we derived a set of desiderata. At the
core of these guidelines is the observation that graph data is not completely unstructured
and there is a pattern to how this data is accessed during query processing. In fact, there
exists different types of structures in a graph, that constitutes a soft schema, that every
graph data adheres to. Specifically edges are read in the order they appear adjacency lists,
access to neighbour properties or node properties cannot be localized, and any compression
technique that is used should require constant-time operations to access and decompress
arbitrary locations in columns. These guidelines and the different types of structures we
observed in graph-structured data instructed our design of columnar structures, null com-
pression scheme, and list-based processor. We demonstrated that our storage techniques
has increased the scalability of GraphflowDB by 3.55x and often with non-trivial perfor-
mance benefits (even for null compression when the columns are sparse enough) and our
list-based processor has increased the performance by up to 1.6x in our micro-benchmarks.
We outline three immediate directions of future work:
• Optimizing unstructured graph data: Noticeably left out from our work are
techniques to optimize the storage of unstructured data that appears in some graph-
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structured datasets in real-world. A common approach to storing such data is to
keep them in variable-width records and structures like linked-lists, which can be
seen as a type of row-oriented storage. However, such a storage requires decoding
or is distributed randomly in memory, respectively. An important line of future
work is to research efficient data structures that makes accessing and compressing
unstructured data more efficient. Compression schemes often exploit structure, so
the lack of structure for this data makes this line of work very challenging.
• Factorized processing: Another interesting extension is to study adopting fac-
torized processing in the context of GDBMS. Our current list-based processing is a
simple and limited form of factorized processing which is limited in capability, i.e, it
can only generate plans that has LIST JOIN only if no further JOIN operator depends
on it. A complete factorized query processor could perform LIST JOINs at all levels
and also produce more succinct outputs of the query.
• Comparison against other systems: An interesting evaluation that we left out
is to compare GraphflowDB, with our columnar data structures and techniques, to
existing GDBMSs on a common workload from a popular benchmark, such as LDBC
SNB. This will test the overall efficiency in storage and performance of our changes
on more practical queries. Comparisons against column-oriented RDBMSs, such as
MonetDB [32], DuckDB [20], would also provide another point of comparison for
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